
Finding	 Joy	 Now

Object lesson:	 

Have each girl take a word card. Place four areas on the chalk board for Fun, Satisfaction, 
Happiness, Joy. Taking turns, have each girl come up and place her card on the area she 
thinks it fits best. When done, discuss the differences and similarities. 

Heavenly Father Wants Us to Have Joy

2 Nephi 2:25  25 aAdam bfell that men might be; and men care, that they might have djoy.

We Can Have Joy Now

•Is this joy something we can have today, or is it something we will have only in the future?

•Who is responsible for seeing that you have joy and happiness now?

D&C 58: 27-28 
Verily I say, men should be aanxiously engaged in a good cause, and do many things 
of  their own free will, and bring to pass much righteousness;

For the power is in them, wherein they are aagents unto themselves. And inasmuch as 
men do good they shall in nowise lose their breward.

President Harold B. Lee: “Happiness does not depend on what happens outside of  you but 
on what happens inside of  you.”

More Reasons To Want to Be Happy

Deepak Chopra: 

“Our bodies are composed of  energy and information. Mind and body are inseparably one.

“Wherever thought goes, a chemical goes with it.

“Your cells are constantly processing experience and metabolizing it according to your person 
views. You don’t just funnel raw data through your eyes and ears and stamp it with a 
judgement. You physically turn into the interpretations as you internalize it. Someone who is 
depressed over losing his job projects sadness everywhere in his body-the brain’s output of  
neurotransmitters becomes depleted, hormone levels drop, the sleep cycle is interrupted, 
neuropeptide receptors on the outer surface of  skin cells become distorted, platelet cells in the 
blood become stickier and more prone to clump, and even his tears contain different 
chemical traces than tears of  joy.” p 23

“Most of  the time, your cells are occupied with renewal...When the brain perceives a threat, 
however, the process of  building is set aside.” The body moves into flight or fight mode and 
your body responds. In order to provide the extra burst of  energy needed the body converts 
the process of  building to using. This catabolic metabolism is disastrous if  prolonged. Hence, 



worrying about something does the same thing to your body as the actual experience only 
worse because you never get the release that comes with resolve.

Now, think back on that quote from President Harold B. Lee: “Happiness does not depend on 
what happens outside of  you but on what happens inside of  you.” Knowing now how important 
and connected our thoughts are to our physical health, can you see the wisdom of  this quote? 
Does it help you reframe your expectations? Can you see that happiness is not a destination, not a 
“when I have this, get that, reach this point” but rather it is a method of  traveling? A literal way 
of  thinking. A happy person doesn’t have the best of  everything, they’ve simply learned how to 
find the best in everything.

Let’s look at some ideas to help us find, cultivate, keep and share happiness in our lives. Let’s be 
smarties:

S - smile

We learn in Primary: If  you chance to meet a frown, do not let it stay. Quickly turn 
it upside down and smile that frown away.”Hey, if  you can’t lift the corners of  your 
mouth, at least let the middle drop. Smiles are contagious.

M - make up your mind to be happy

It is a decision, make the best one. Remind yourself  of  that decision every time you 
have reason to feel unhappy. Resolve to live your decision.

A - act instead of  react

Reaction is giving back what you get - literally “re” or doing again the act, it is the 
process of  feeding the problem - like throwing fuel on the fire. If  you want to put the 
fire out try throwing water on it instead. Think before you act and you’re more 
likely to act for yourself  instead of  react.

R - remember the Lord

Christ is the light that dispels all darkness. He is your advocate, your personal guide. 
Keep Him close.

T - thank others

A grateful person doesn’t have time to be sad. Always remember to show gratitude.

I - include others

Don’t draw a circle around yourself  cutting people out, draw a bigger circle that 
takes everyone around you in. Lonely people are not sad people, and friendly people 
are happy. Be inclusive, not exclusive.

E - expect good things

Remember the power of  thought. Set yourself  up for good things to happen, expect 
it. Spend your time and energy preparing for it instead of  worrying about what 
might or might not be. In short, be optimistic - look for the good.

S - share



Don’t keep it to yourself. Kindness begins with me, and if  you share your happiness, 
it will grow and become stronger. Share the wealth.

President Monson has told us: “Let us relish life as we live it, find joy in the journey, and share 
our love with friends and family.”

He says, “find joy in the journey—now...my sincere prayer is that we may adapt to the changes in 
our lives, that we may realize what is most important, that we may express our gratitude always 
and thus find joy in the journey.”

Testimony


